
 

SUN ART 2019 Bay Gelding  

By Masked Marvel ex Lexus du Charmil (Saint Des Saints) 
A stunning athlete with size and scope. From a stallion who is a rising star in the new 

generation of NH sires. Sire of Teahupoo, Sel Jem, La Danza, Magic Marvel, Maskada etc  

 



There is no greater thrill than watching 

your horse win, and few syndicates can 

match our record of finding winners. At 

Imperial Racing we specialise in         

creating friendly ownership syndicates 

focused on having fun and creating a 

top class social experience. Many new 

friendships have blossomed after 

meetings between our owners.        

Benefits include: 

• Full % share of owners prize monies 

earned by your horse (100% of  

prize money goes to our owners) 

• Owners badge to see your horse 

run  

• Regular stable visits, owners events 

and racing excursions (you can also 

arrange to see your horse at any 

time) 

• Members only area and WhatsApp 

groups with information on all of 

the Imperial Racing horses and the 

stables linked to Imperial Racing 

• An ownership certificate with a 

photograph of your horse  

We love to win races, but most of all 

we love to provide our owners with a 

full ownership experience in friendly 

social surroundings.  

 

 

IMPERIAL RACING 
SUN ART (2019 Bay Gelding)  

By Masked Marvel ex Lexus du Charmil (Saint Des Saints)  

Our number 1 pick of the Goffs Land Rover Sale from a 

strong catalogue of horses. He is a stand out athlete with 

size, scope and balance. By a sire who is building an im-

pressive  list of graded    winners in France and the UK, 

from a Saint Des Saints dam line.  A horse with a lot of 

quality and presence he has not disappointed since we 

took him home. He has been broken and is currently in   

pre-training with a view to contesting races for Fergal 

O’Brien later this season. He has the scope to jump fences 

in time but should prove equally adept in bumpers and 

over hurdles. As part of his  pre-training he has already 

been lunged over poles and jumped hurdles making it all 

look very easy. Once he has completed his    pre-training 

routine he will be heading to the Fergal O’Brien yard to 

start his career under rules. This is one of the nicest horses 

we have bought from the sales and hopes are high  he will 

repay our faith on the track. 



CUSTOM SOLUTIONS 

Ran once over hurdles in the French         

provinces for L.Fouche  

Join Us Today  & Start Living The Dream  

Rated 120 over hurdles, trained by Nick     

Payson in France 

Rated 60 on the flat, and 128 over hurdles, 

trained by Mme Charbonnier in France 

86 rated flat performer over 1 mile, trained 

by G.Douehieze in France 

102 rated flat performer over 1m 4f, trained 

by Jacq Rossi in France 

132 rated hurdler, trained by X.Puleo in 

France 

115 rated flat performer trained by H.Rossi at 

trips up to 1m 4f     APPET  

113 rated flat performer, trained by Rob   

Collett in France CHAPPET  

109 rated flat performer in France, trained by 

Rob CollettCHAPPET  

104 rated flat performer in France, trained by 

Rob Collett CHAPPET  

106 rated flat performer in France trained by 

Rob Collett 

150 rated hurdler in France, trained by Yves 

Fouin 

140 rated hurdler and chaser in France, 

trained by Yves Fouin 



 
 

FERGAL O’BRIEN 

IMPERIAL RACING  
c/o AND Group Limited 
Tanners Bank, North Shields 
NE30 1JH  
 

 

PAUL COSTELLO 
E-mail: paul@imperial-horseracing.com 
Mobile: 07877 618120 
 

MICHELLE ROBINSON 
E-mail: chelle0808@imperial-horseracing.com 
Mobile: 07809 285895 
 

IAN ROBINSON 
E-mail: ian@imperial-horseracing.com 
Mobile 07831 636210 

Our partnerships are open to all on a first come, first 

served basis. All of our horses run in the partnership    

colours (carried to victory by Imperial Commander in 

the 2010 Gold Cup).  Prices are  inclusive of purchase 

cost and all agents fees, upkeep, training, transport and 

registrations up to the partnership launch. All monthly 

fees are capped and you will never be asked for any 

additional payments.  Please ring for an informal chat, 

contact details can be found below. 

PARTNERSHIP DETAILS 

Fergal O’Brien is a rising star   

in the training ranks. He has a 

wealth of experience having  

previously worked for  Ginger 

McCain, Captain Tim Forster, 

and most notably Nigel   

Twiston-Davies. Fergal was at 

Nigel’s for 18 years, 16 of 

which as head lad/assistant 

trainer, in which time he 

helped in preparation of 1 Gold Cup winner (our own 

Imperial Commander), 2 Grand National winners and 

numerous Cheltenham Festival winners. Fergal has 

made a huge impact since he started training in his 

own right, and is  operating from impressive new   

premises at  Ravenswell Farm. He is renowned for   

making racing fun, we are delighted to further extend 

our long term relationship with him, and look forward 

to many more winners.  
  

HORSE NAME  SUN ART 

Cost Per Share  5% Share = £4,000 

10% Share = £7,600 

Monthly Upkeep 

Cost 

5% Share = £165 

10% Share = £280 


